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Abstract  
Poor performance has pervaded the last forty years of software development, evident across industry sectors, 
project size, budget, geographic location, system quality and functionality, and exacerbated by increased 
criticality of IT in organizational mission and strategy. A significant body of research has investigated the 
potential of emerging development methodologies to address these shortcomings but the effectiveness of these 
methods is largely supported by anecdotal evidence. At the same time, metrics and measurement are known to 
affect ISD performance but the existing literature on ISD metrics is misaligned with practitioners’ needs, leading 
to a lack of clarity about ISD metrics in practice. This paper presents an interdisciplinary literature review on 
ISD metrics to identify the underlying reasons for this misalignment and evaluate the extent to which existing 
literature can be used to better understand the impact of emerging software development methodologies on ISD 
performance.  
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INTRODUCTION  
Investments in ISD (Information Systems Development) are substantial but poor performance is a pervasive and 
significant problem (Bharadwaj, Keil and Mähring, 2009). In the past decade, a significant body of research has 
investigated the potential of emerging software development methodologies (e.g. XP and Scrum) to address 
these issues but partly due to uncertainty regarding the applicability of traditional measurement practices (Kulas, 
2012), the effectiveness of these methods is largely supported by anecdotal evidence (Lee and Xia, 2010). At the 
same time, an extensive body of research attests to significance of measurement in software development 
processes (Scotto et al., 2005; Harjumaa et al., 2008; Hazzan and Hadar, 2008). However, the existing literature 
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on ISD metrics and measurement practices is misaligned with practitioners’ needs (Johnson et al., 2005). This 
has led to a persistent lack of clarity about ISD metrics in practice, which is recognized as one of main causes of 
poor ISD performance (Jalali and Wohlin, 2011; Olague et al., 2007; Bertoa et al., 2006). To address these 
issues, this paper presents an interdisciplinary review of the peer reviewed studies on ISD metrics that have been 
published in leading Information Systems (IS) and Software Engineering (SE) journals from 2001 to 2013. Its 
main aim is to identify some of the underlying reasons for this misalignment and also to evaluate the extent to 
which existing literature can be used to better understand the impact of emerging software development 
methodologies on ISD performance.  

The paper begins with a discussion of the role of emerging software development methodologies and software 
measurement programs in achieving ISD performance improvements, highlighting the need for research on the 
misalignment of the existing literature on ISD metrics with practitioners’ needs. The literature review process 
and analytical framework are described. In the next section, the analysis identifies and explains the existence of 
significant gaps in the literature, arguing that these gaps effectively limit the potential impact of the literature on 
practice. The paper concludes with a discussion of directions for future IS research on ISD metrics.  

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Information Systems have become ubiquitous and are recognized as important enablers of both global 
productivity improvements and lifestyle advancements. Thus, investments in ISD are not only significant but are 
set to increase in the coming years (Gartner, 2013). As a result, ISD practitioners have a growing need to protect 
their investments in ISD project, to maximize the return on their investments and to ensure that their investments 
have a significant and sustained effect on their competitive positioning. By extension, IS research that can 
maximize the return on those investments is of great practical significance.  

Nevertheless, practitioners have also struggled to overcome persistent and significant problems with poor ISD 
project performance: organizations continue to undertake projects that consume more resources than they should 
before they are either cancelled or turned around, produce systems and platforms that are poorly aligned with 
stakeholder requirements or non-compliant with demands unique to the domain. Thus, the direct annual cost of 
ISD project failure has been estimated to be over $6 trillion (Sessions, 2009). In 1995, for example, the Standish 
Group Report estimated that more than half of all ISD projects would cost nearly twice the originally estimated 
cost and that 30% would ultimately be cancelled (The Standish Group, 1995). Though a more recent study 
indicates that performance improvements have been achieved (CHAOS, 2011), it reports that only 37% of ISD 
projects meet scope, time and cost goals and that one fifth of all projects (21%) are ultimately cancelled.  

The persistence of these problems is due to the numerous challenges faced by IS developers including variability 
in project size and duration, emerging trends in the areas of open systems, web services and distributed 
configurations, decreasing product lifecycles, and increasing requirements volatility (Port and Bui, 2008; 
Petersen and Wohlin 2010). As well as this, there is a lack of strong theoretical and conceptual foundations to 
many studies of IS development  methods (Abrahamsson et al., 2009, Conboy, 2009). In the absence of sound, 
systematic research, there are few lessons learned across studies, and thus, the existing body of knowledge is 
somewhat fragmented and inconclusive.  

Agile methods: a possible solution? 

In the past decade, a significant body of research has investigated the potential of emerging software 
development methodologies (e.g. XP and Scrum) to address these issues. These agile methodologies promise to 
deliver higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rates, faster development times and a solution to rapidly 
changing requirements by means of a shift in the “centre of gravity" of software engineering from creating a 
technology-cantered solution toward satisfying the stakeholders (Suryn and Abran, 2003).  

Though agile methodologies are now used by the majority of software development teams, the effectiveness of 
these methods largely supported by anecdotal evidence and rhetorical argument (Lee and Xia, 2010). This is 
partly due to uncertainty regarding the applicability of traditional measurement practices in agile settings (Kulas, 
2012). More specifically, it is argued that (continuous) measurement of both product and process is inherent in 
agile software development processes (Kulas, 2012) and that traditional modes of evaluation may either be 
incompatible with agile values and principles (Hartmann and Dymond, 2006) or cannot be straightforwardly 
transferred into agile development (Nerur and Balijepally, 2007; Kunz et al., 2008). The use of agile methods is 
also often superficially judged as used or not used, whereas the actual implementation can be subtle, partial and 
inconsistent, and so categorising a method as used or not used may be overly simplistic (Conboy and Fitzgerald, 
2010).   
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As a result, few agile methods studies have used metrics to evaluate software product or process quality (Olague 
et al., 2007) and the research on the effectiveness of agile methods “is yet to yield significant systematic and 
insightful knowledge that can either guide future research or inform effective adoption and use of these methods 
in practice” (Wang, Conboy et al., 2010). In practice, agile teams therefore continue to struggle to measure 
performance (Downey and Sutherland, 2013). 

 

ISD metrics: a possible solution? 

In recent years, there has also been a dramatic increase in the number of ISD metrics used to drive ISD 
performance improvements in practice (Gencel et al, 2013). These metrics, sets of figures or statistics used to 
measure results (OED, 2013), are used by developers to provide a quantitative basis to support the development, 
control and validation of software processes and products. Similarly, project managers can also use them to 
assess status, track risk, uncover problems before they become critical, adjust work flows and tasks, and evaluate 
the team’s ability to control quality. In addition, other organizational stakeholders including customers and 
program managers can use metrics to better understand and control the software process and products as well as 
the relationships between them (Basili, 1992). 

Though the bulk of the literature on ISD metrics focuses on the metrics themselves, a significant body of 
research investigates the efficacy of ISD metrics and evaluates their impact on ISD performance (cf. Harjumaa et 
al., 2008; Hazzan and Hadar, 2008). However, the results of these studies are inconclusive. On the one hand, 
these studies show that ISD metrics can have a positive impact on project performance by facilitating improved 
resource estimation (Boehm et al., 2002), improved resource allocation (Basili, 1996) and improved information 
for decision making (Appari and Benaroch, 2010). On the other hand, they problematize the validity of the 
metrics themselves in some instances (e.g. Fenton, 1994). (More recently, Meneeley et al., (2012) identify 47 
validation criteria to help identify valid metrics). They also reveal that ISD metrics can also have a negative 
effect on ISD performance. For example, Hartmann and Dymond (2006) argue that inappropriate measurement 
practices can drive dysfunctional behaviours, such as wasting resources and distorting team behaviours in 
counter-productive ways. Similarly, Harrison (2004) cautions that particular metrics may become obsolete over 
time or may require different interpretations depending on the given context.  

Thus, a number of authors have pointed to this lack of consistency and clarity surrounding ISD metrics (cf. Jalali 
and Wohlin, 2011; Olague et al., 2007; Bertoa et al., 2006). For example, Johnson et al (2005) argue that 
practitioners face various barriers in selecting and implementing ISD metrics that are inadequately addressed in 
the literature, pointing to the existence of a misalignment or gap between the ISD metrics research and practice. 
To address these issues, this study presents a literature review that identifies some of the underlying reasons for 
this misalignment and evaluates the extent to which existing knowledge of ISD metrics can be used to better 
understand the impact of emerging software development methodologies (e.g. Agile methods) on ISD 
performance. Our approach is described in the next section. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 
In order to better understand the reasons for the misalignment or gap between the ISD metrics research and 
practice, we conducted an interdisciplinary review of the literature on ISD metrics. Our approach was informed 
by both by Fink’s general recommendations and by the recommendations of Kitchenham et al. (2007) and 
Petersen (2011) in terms of SE reviews. More specifically, we began by defining (i) a search strategy and (ii) the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria that could be used to govern the selection of specific articles. Once we had 
identified the relevant articles, we analysed them using an analytical framework in order to both ‘map’ and 
‘review’ the literature (cf. Petersen, 2011). More specifically, we mapped the literature by imposing a structure 
upon it and analysing the distribution of individual studies within that structure and we reviewed the literature by 
evaluating the evidence within those studies in order to derive particular recommendations to guide future 
research. Each of these activities is discussed in turn.   

Search strategy and paper selection 

Dybå et al. (2007) propose four phases to define a comprehensive search strategy. In the first phase a search 
string is defined to search for relevant articles. In the second and third phase, inclusion and exclusion criteria are 
applied to the articles based on title (phase 2) and abstract (phase 3). Finally, the relevant articles are retrieved 
for an in-depth evaluation. In this study, we began by identifying the leading Information Systems (IS) and 
Software Engineering (SE) journals. It was necessary to consider both schools as they both occupy the domain 
of ISD in terms of research and in terms of practice (Barry and Brown, 2003). In IS, we analysed eight leading 
IS journals in the Senior Scholars' basket of journals: Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ), 
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Information Systems Research (ISR), Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS), European 
Journal of Information Systems (EJIS), Information Systems Journal (ISJ), Journal of Management Information 
Systems (JMIS), Journal of Strategic Information Systems (JSIS), Journal of Information Technology (JIT). We 
were less familiar with the leading journals in SE so our selections were informed by similar literature reviews in 
the area (cf. Petersen, 2011). More specifically, we analysed the ACM Transactions on Software Engineering 
and Methodology (TOSEM), IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE), IEEE Software (IEEESw), 
Journal of Software Evolution and Process - formerly Software Process: Improvement and Practice - (JSEP). We 
subsequently added two journals because our analysis of the literature revealed that many of the most heavily 
cited articles on ISD metrics in both IS and SE appear in these journals. These were the Journal of Systems and 
Software (JSS) and the Journal of Information and Software Technology (IST). 

Study selection criteria are intended to identify those primary studies that provide direct evidence about the 
research question. In order to reduce the likelihood of bias, we defined the selection criteria prior to the review. 
We developed a protocol which specified the search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, details on the 
search string and the databases in which it would be applied. We also limited the search to the journal papers 
listed in Table 1 that were published between 2001, the year the Agile Manifesto was released, and 2013. The 
titles, abstracts and keywords of the journal papers were searched and the search string used was formulated as 
follows (search strings were adapted to match the individual requirements of each of the search engines used): 

((“metric” or “measure” or “indicator”) AND (“*agil” or “incremental” or “scrum” or “extreme” or 
“software develop*” or “information systems develop” or “iterative”)) 

The abstracts, titles and keywords of the result set were merged and duplicates removed. In order to minimize 
any bias in the search procedure and to ensure that the result set covers the literature on ISD metrics, we 
preselected a set of papers that should be picked up by a thorough search procedure and then checked to see that 
they were returned by the search. We also analysed the reference lists of the included articles to identify any 
additional papers that might have been inappropriately excluded from the search. Figure 2 shows the number of 
studies identified at each stage. 

In phase 2 and 3 of the study, inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to the titles and abstracts of the 
papers (see Figure 1). As noted by Brereton (2007) the standard of abstracts is often too poor to rely on when 
selecting primary studies. We therefore examined the conclusions of papers at this stage. The reading of titles, 
abstracts and conclusions was done by two researchers to minimize the possibility of bias when including or 
excluding articles. When there was any disagreement we discussed the issues until we reached agreement. 

Figure 1: The process of applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to papers analysed in this review 

 

Inclusion criteria:    The paper appears in one of the journals listed above 

AND 

(The paper addresses 
one or more ISD 
metrics, defined as 
figures or statistics 
used to measure results 
in a substantial way 

OR The paper addresses one or more 
ISD measures, defined as standard 
units used to express the size, 
amount or degree of some aspect of 
an ISD process or product, in a 
substantial way 

OR The paper addresses one or 
more ISD indicators, defined 
as a thing that indicates the 
state or level of some aspect of 
an ISD process or product, in 
a substantial way) 

Exclusion criteria: 

The paper is an introduction to a special issue 
or a book review     

OR The paper is not centrally concerned with ISD 
metrics or measurement issues 
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In-depth evaluation  

At this stage, the relevant articles were retrieved for an in-depth evaluation. A predefined extraction form was 
used to extract data from each of the 57 primary studies included in this review. The following details were 
extracted: Bibliographic reference: author, year, title, source; Number of citations; primary research focus: 
technical, non-technical; Primary focus of the paper: validation, selection, utilization, evaluation; Metrics used; 
Research method: qualitative, quantitative (experiment, survey); Data collection method: questionnaire, 
observation, interview. We also extracted the type of metric used. Two types of metric are commonly 
distinguished in the literature: (i) process metrics are aimed at reducing risk and gaining confidence in the 
process as the ISD process progresses and (ii) product metrics are aimed at ensuring a high-quality product 
(Hazzan and Hazard, 2008). In our initial evaluation of the literature, we found that a third type of metric is 
prevalent. We refer to this as a product-in-process metric. This type of metric is calculated using the product as it 
is being created during the ISD process. As such, our analysis distinguishes between three types of metric: (i) 
process metrics, (ii) product-in-process (mid-process or interim product) metrics, and (iii) product-in-use (post 
release) metrics. Finally we assessed the research design. In our assessment of research design, we wanted to be 
able to clearly distinguish the different types of experimental methods that are used in the studies so we 
distinguished between eight different research designs. In particular, our analytical framework distinguishes 
between in vitro, in silico, in vivo and in situ studies, which may not be familiar to IS researchers. In vitro studies 
use data gathered from industrial setting but generate observations outside of those settings; in silico studies use 
simulated data rather than data from industrial settings for simulation, in vivo studies approximate industrial 
settings to an extent (e.g. by using student participants) and in situ studies are carried out in an industrial setting. 

The evaluation was also conducted by two researchers working independently at first and then collaboratively. 
Where ambiguities arose, the argumentation presented in the paper itself was analysed and the apparent 
perspective of its authors was adopted. In [12] for example, one of the researchers felt that architectural quality 
over time could be classified as product-in-use metric but the intent of the paper was to attempt to “foresee the 
possible impact of changes before their realization” and so the metric was classified as a product-in-process 
metric. In the remainder of this document, sources that are referenced using square brackets are part of the 
literature review whereas sources referenced in the normal fashion were not.  

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
We analysed 57 publications, the bulk of which were published in the two journals straddling Information 
Systems (IS) and Software Engineering (SE). Owing to space constraints, it is not possible to include the list of 
papers. Though the number of relevant publications is small given the duration and number of journals studied, 
Figure 2 illustrates that the significance of the topic manifests in terms of citations. In the field of IS, each of the 
papers receives an average of eight citations per year taking into account the number of years since publication. 
This is significantly greater than the impact factor for each of the IS journals included in the sample and cannot 
be explained in terms of outliers: all ten papers had an average of at least three citations per year.   

Figure 2: The Configuration of found papers across IS and SE 

 
Information Systems 

(n=10) 
Info Sys / Software Eng 

(n=30) 
Software Engineering 

(n=17) 
EJIS  (1.59) 
ISJ    (1.38) 
JMIS (1.26) 
JIT    (3.53) 

n=3 
n=3n
=2n
=1 

MISQ (4.66) 
ISR (2.14) 
JAIS (2.25) 
JSIS (1.50) 

n=1 
n=0 
n=0 
n=0 

JSS (1.24) 
IST (1.42) 

n=19 
n=11 

TSE       (3.37) 
IEEESw (2.58) 
TOSEM (1.55) 
SWEP   (1.27) 

n=11 
n=1 
n=0 
n=5 
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Figure 2(a) and 2(b) present an overview of the literature. Figure 2(a) compares the fields, analysing the metric 
type(s) studied (Row 1) and the research design employed (Row 2) in each field. Our analytical framework 
distinguishes between several experimental designs that may not be familiar to IS researchers including in vitro, 
in silico, in vivo and in situ studies(see above for further information). Figure 2(b) examines the literature as a 
whole, analysing the research designs used to study each category of metric. 

 

Figure 2a: Comparing the metrics studied and methods used in IS and SE 

  

Figure 2b: Analysing the methods used to study software metrics in the two fields 

In terms of the metrics, 40 studies focus on a single type of metric with the remainder focusing on two or more 
metric types. A closer inspection of Figure 2(a) reveals that the prevalence of studies investigating a single type 
of metric is similar in both fields. But there is a stronger emphasis on process metrics in IS than in SE ,which is 
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more balanced in its coverage of the different metric types. 17 studies focus on multiple metric types and they 
are evenly distributed across the fields. Over half examine process metrics together with product-in-process 
metrics but only three examine all three metric types and only one combines product-in-process and product-in-
use metrics. A wide variety of research designs has been used but 21 of the 57 studies use an in vitro approach. 
Survey-based studies (n=9) and in situ studies (n=11) are also common, though mixed methods are rare (n=2). A 
closer inspection of Figure 2(a) reveals that there are more in vitro studies in the IS/SE domain (n=14) than in IS 
(n=1) or in SE (n=5) while Figure 2(b) reveals that there is less diversity in the methods used to study product-
in-use metrics or to study different combinations of metric types compared to the methods used to study process 
and product-in-process metrics. In particular, 12 of the 13 papers studying product-in-use metrics rely on in vitro 
methods. Due to space constraints, we are unable to present a more in-depth analysis of the studies, but would 
like to draw the reader’s attention to some key points that help explain the misalignment of literature with 
practitioner needs and suggest particular recommendations for IS research on metrics going forward. 

The literature is heavily focused on the identification and validation of metrics 

Many of the papers in both IS and SE are primarily designed to identify and validate new metrics ([18] and [55] 
are typical of papers in this style). In addition, the majority of the papers in our sample focused on metrics that 
would evaluate the functionality of software rather than the usability of software ([23] is an interesting 
exception). This is unfortunate because significant preventable losses are incurred every year when companies 
build highly functional and technically successful systems that are nevertheless unused or underused because of 
poor usability (Markus and Keil, 2004). In addition, a significant portion of the studies focus on a specific metric 
with only a handful of papers comparing individual metrics (e.g. [13]) to one another or comparing suites of 
metrics to one another (e.g. [35]). As a result, there is little or no integration across studies and the literature as a 
whole lacks coherence. This means that there are important gaps in the literature that go undetected - our 
analysis did not find any papers that proposed metrics for program level management, for example. But it is 
especially problematic for practitioners who must integrate assessments of (sets of) process and product metrics 
into the software development process and struggle to clearly define measures that can be derived directly from 
evolving engineering artefacts and fully integrated into all activities and teams (Royce, 2002). 

The literature is heavily focused on particular types of research question 

Many of the papers have a strong technical focus studies (our analysis found that 38 papers had an exclusively 
technical focus), frequently overlooking managerial and human (individual or social) measures of performance. 
This is problematic because of the complex relationship that exists between social interaction and software 
development success [44] and because “human aspects are the source of the majority of problems associated 
with software development projects” [19]. As a result, many of the papers fail to provide an adequate description 
of the context in which their studies are carried out. This is problematic given the diversity of the domain and the 
broad range of contextual factors such as application domain and application criticality, research methodology 
employed, programming language used, age and physical distribution of developers that affect the software 
development product and process. One exception is [12] which takes into consideration the fact that different 
components of the software being measured are to be used in mixed critical contexts. Thus, many of the papers 
fail to provide adequate insights to practitioners on when, where and how to use a particular metric or suite of 
metrics. In particular, the literature provides very little guidance on maximizing the utility of metrics in practice 
and sheds very little light on the impact of measurement programs on organizational behaviour. 

The literature is heavily focused on particular types of research design 

Finally, our analysis suggests that many of the shortcomings listed above have arisen because a significant 
proportion of the studies rely on data that has been extracted from industrial settings but is analysed in artificial 
settings. Whilst this approach is well suited to the identification and validation of software metrics, it is of little 
use in terms of (i) identifying principles to guide practitioners on the selection, utilization and evaluation of 
metrics and measurement programs in practice and in term of (ii) developing a better understanding the 
organizational impact of measurement programs and practice. At the same time, a number of studies carried out 
either in situ  or in collaboration with practitioners have produced some significant findings. Several studies, for 
example, report on practitioners’ efforts to streamline their measurement programs and to reduce the number of 
metrics used without reducing measurement program performance (cf. Concas et al., 2008; Staron, 2012; Kehan 
et al., 2011). In one well known study that was carried out in Microsoft, eight organizational metrics were found 
to be more effective predictors of fault proneness than traditional metrics (cf. Nagapan et al., 2008).  
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CONCLUSION 

This paper highlights the positive impact that metric and measurement programs have had on ISD project 
performance outcomes and the potential of ISD metrics research to contribute to the reduction of costly ISD 
project performance issues in practice. The paper also suggests that ISD metrics may have a role to play in 
evaluating the impact of emerging IS development methodologies (e.g. agile and model driven development) on 
ISD project performance, particularly in comparison with more traditional approaches. Nevertheless, our initial 
analysis reveals the existence of a significant gap between the contributions that are made by the existing ISD 
metrics literature and the needs of practitioners. The paper therefore presents an interdisciplinary review of 57 
peer reviewed studies on ISD metrics that have been published in leading Information Systems (IS) and 
Software Engineering (SE) journals between 2011 and 2013.  

One of the main features of the paper is that it both maps and reviews the literature. The mapping of the 
literature is done so that a clear picture can emerge of the topography of the field and the gaps within it. This 
analysis is then complemented by the literature review which done so that the underlying reasons for these gaps 
can also emerge. Though the study has its limitations, the composition of the sample size and the exclusive 
reliance on journal publications are perhaps its most significant limitations, a number of important observations 
arise from the analysis that significantly enhance the capacity of IS research to impact upon ISD performance 
improvement practice. The citation analysis confirms that there is significant interest in existing literature on 
ISD metrics. This underscores the practical and theoretical significance of research in this area and should 
encourage both editors and researchers to publish in the domain. The analysis also shows that in many instances, 
researchers fail to provide adequate information on software development methods that had been used in their 
studies. This is at least partly due to the reliance on research designs that are based on artificial data or are 
carried out in artificial settings but if the research is to be used to evaluate the impact of IS development 
methodologies on ISD project performance then researchers should be encouraged to more carefully distinguish 
between traditional, plan driven, ISD settings and other settings. 

The main contribution of the paper, however, is in confirming that the majority of ISD metrics studies in the 
sample are designed to contribute a narrow technical validation of specific ISD metrics rather than to inform the 
selection, utilization or evaluation of them. It also identifies some of the reasons why this is the case. First, the 
primary research focus of the studies is an issue with the majority of the studies in the sample having a purely 
technical focus and with only a tiny minority of published papers examining purely non-technical (i.e. 
individual, social, behavioural and organizational) issues. Second, the number and configuration of metrics 
studied is an issue. More specifically, a significant proportion of the studies focus on a single metric or on a 
single type of metric. The studies that focus on two types of metric typically focus on particular combinations of 
metric type (e.g. they investigate process metrics in conjunction with product-in-process metrics) and very few 
studies examine all three types of metric at once. This helps to explain the lack of integration across studies and 
the lack of coherence in the research as a whole.  Third, the analysis reveals that a significant proportion of the 
literature is based on empirical studies that rely on artificial data and/or artificial settings and are ill-suited to the 
investigation of the efficacy of ISD processes, the usability of ISD products and to quantify the impact of ISD 
products on the generation of business value.  
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